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political ideologies to help people explore diverse opinions. To combat the spread of fake news, Facebook has
experimented with putting credibility labels on news articles to help readers decide whether the content is
trustworthy. To systematically understand the effects of stance and credibility labels on online news selection
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selective exposure - a tendency for people to look for agreeable opinions – and make people more vulnerable
to polarized opinions and fake news. We found, however, that the effect of credibility labels on reducing
selective exposure and recognizing fake news is limited. Although originally designed to encourage exposure
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1

INTRODUCTION

As an example of helping people exploring diverse social opinions, the Wall Street Journal proposed
a novel feed design "Blue Feed, Red Feed"1 by presenting liberal and conservative labelled news
articles in side-by-side columns. The purpose of such design is to promote awareness of news
articles with different standpoints to readers. Although recent research has shown that stance
labels will likely promote awareness of opposing arguments and thereby reduce selective exposure
to information [17], it is not clear to what extent they can truly reduce attitude polarization and
lead to productive cross-ideological dialogue. For example, theories of motivated reasoning [27]
1 http://graphics.wsj.com/blue-feed-red-feed/
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suggest that when presented with attitude-inconsistent arguments or opinions, people may engage
in counter-arguing and will likely dismiss or downplay them as a way to reduce the psychological
stress caused by cognitive dissonance [15]. As a result, people may become even more entrenched
in their original beliefs and polarized than before [10]. This kind of "anticonformity boomerang
effect" [22] may affect people’s perception of these labelled news articles and lead to undesirable
news browsing behavior. For example, when a person who is self-identified as supporting gun
control encounters an anti-gun control article on his/her news feed, he/she will expect certain
degree of cognitive conflict if he/she reads the news article. The presence of the "conservative" label
on the article may trigger this person’s previous stressful memory of reading other conservative
news articles, which in turn aggravates his/her expectation of the level of cognitive conflict. To
avoid such unpleasant experience, this person may simply discontinue reading, which incubates
potential selective bias.
For the sake of preventing the dissemination of fake news, Facebook2 proposed a user-selfreport mechanism that allows users to label news articles with a disputed flag to indicate potential
misleading information in a news article. However, after a year of testing, a Medium article [46]
found that the dispute flag label didn’t work effectively to prevent fake news from spreading. One
reason is that the strong wording or visuals of the label may backfire and consequently reinforce
users’ belief in fake information [28]. People who wanted to believe these false stories were found
to share them even more when they were labelled, according to a TechCrunch article [9]. What’s
more, when only some news articles are flagged, those that are not flagged (but contain false stories)
are often presumed to be trustworthy. These unintended consequences of labels prompted the use
and testing of new strategies to combat the spread of misinformation.
Given the aforementioned efforts by Wall Street Journal and Facebook in helping people explore
diverse opinions and combating the spread of fake news , understanding the effect of these stance
and credibility labels is crucial to learning how designs of news feed platforms could be further
improved. However, to the best of our knowledge, questions about the effect of stance labels
and credibility labels have not been well examined in the social opinion, selective exposure and
fake news literature. Since people’s social opinion selection and perception (i.e. perceived level
of agreement and extremeness on social opinions) may be relevant to the extent of their opinion
polarization [38, 48] and their judgment on public opinions [8], we are interested in how stance
labels and credibility labels impact people’s social opinion selection and perception. Thus, we ask
the following research questions:
• RQ-1: How stance labels and credibility labels impact people’s news article selection when
browsing news for controversial topics?
• RQ-2: How stance labels and credibility labels impact people’s perception of news articles in
terms of perceived extremeness and level of agreement?
Even though labels are commonly used in social media design to categorize contents and facilitate
people finding information, little has been known about the effect of labels beyond facilitating
information seeking. Previous research [27] suggests people are driven by two motives when
seeking information: the defense motive for directional goals and the accuracy motive for accuracy
goals. People tend to seek more supportive information for a desired and directional goal while they
would expend more cognitive effort and seek for objective information for an accurate conclusion.
In terms of the effect of labels, stance labels may trigger people’s defense motive and push people
away from opinions in the opposing side. Meanwhile, credibility labels may ignite people’s desire
for the accurate and objective truth and pull people to more opposing views. We are motivated
2 https://www.facebook.com/
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by the dual motives theory in information seeking and conducted an experiment to figure out the
effect of these labels on social media.
Our analysis suggests that stance labels may exacerbate selective exposure while increase people’s
level of agreement and decrease their perceived extremeness on fake news articles from different
sides. Thus, stance labels may have some negative effects on people’s social opinion consumption
and mislead people to give incorrect judgment on the credibility of fake news. Unlike stance labels,
credibility labels may have more positive effects in our experiment even though those effects might
be limited. We found that credibility labels could mitigate selective exposure, especially for people
with liberal stances, and marginally decrease people’s level of agreement to news articles on their
own side, which, as a result, could have the potential to weaken social polarization. Our results
modestly suggest that labels may have complex effects on people’s news article browsing behavior
and their perception of social opinions, and social media designers should be cautious about these
complex effects when designing novel news feed.
2
2.1

RELATED WORK
Cognitive Dissonance

Social media users are exposed to social opinions (e.g. news articles and comments) from different
stances. Some opinions may be aligned with users’ own stances but others may be not. Cognitive
dissonance theory [15] suggested that people may experience discomfort when they encounter
conflicting opinions, which could break their internal psychological consistency. For example, [11]
showed that cognitive dissonance made patients feel negative toward beneficial but unpleasant
medical screenings. This may negatively influence patients’ medical-decision making. [49] indicated
that while deciding a travel destination between a green and nongreen resort, people with strong
pro-environmental attitudes would feel dissonance when making a nongreen choice. They may
actively avoid those conflicting beliefs and attitudes [15] to reduce the discomfort or dissonance.
Consequently, they may mentally or even physically stay in their comfort zone, losing opportunities
to experience and understand the outside world. According to these cognitive dissonance theories,
moderating the cognitive dissonance with the help of external factors could get people out of
their comfort zone. In our study, we want to see if hiding news articles’ stance labels will affect
people’s perception of those articles and their decisions on whether to avoid stance-inconsistent
news articles.
2.2

Selective Exposure

In terms of information selection, cognitive dissonance could cause selective exposure - a phenomenon that people tend to seek for stance-consistent opinions [16]. People’s self-defense mechanism
to reduce the discomfort of being exposed to stance-inconsistent social opinions motivated them to
select more agreeable opinions. Furthermore, Zaller [50] suggested that biased assimilation [32]
commonly existed among people for the tendency that stance-consistent opinions were more
acceptable than stance-inconsistent opinions. Such bias (i.e. selection bias and assimilation bias)
may cause the echo chamber effect [4, 30] and create the filter bubble [40], thus pushing people’s
pre-existing beliefs or attitudes to a polarizing level. As a consequence, a polarized society seems
inevitable [38] and there will be less room to exchange opinions from people with different stances
rationally.
Researchers [14, 19, 41] have been working on mitigating selective exposure through exploring
novel moderating factors and designing new interfaces. Liao and Fu [29] explored how position
indicator, including pro/con indicators and the corresponding magnitude could affect opinion
selection for people with different levels of learning motivations. They found that for people with
Proceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction, Vol. 2, No. CSCW, Article 55. Publication date: November 2018.
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higher learning motivation, these indicators could nudge them to explore more stance-inconsistent
social opinions. In another work [31], Liao and her colleagues stated that aspect indicators could
alleviate selective exposure when people read drug-related comments on side effects. In line with
Liao et al. [31], Gao et al. [18] and Munson et al. [37] respectively illustrated that how a novel
recommendation mechanism or browser widget could encourage people to read more stanceinconsistent view points, thereby relieving selective exposure.
Blue Feed, Red Feed helped people explore diverse opinions by presenting liberal and conservative
news articles in two separate columns with corresponding stance labels. We investigated the effect
of stance labels in the two-column layout on people’s news article selection, which may further
help to expose diverse opinions to people.
2.3

Fake News

Two Buzzfeed articles [44, 45] mentioned that social media platforms are vulnerable to fake news
for the lack of effective methods to distinguish between fake and true stories. One article [44]
claimed that during the 2016 presidential election campaign, among most popular fake stories from
hoax website and true stories from mainstream media, fake stories were shared more than true
stories on Facebook. The other [45] reported that many people believed those fake news were true,
which may impact people’s voting, according to a Guardian report [42].
In [1], Allcott and Gentzkow intended to figure out how much impact the fake news had on
the 2016 presidential election theoretically and empirically. Their research showed that fake news
were widely shared through Facebook and all U.S. adults may have been exposed to one or several
pieces of fake news before the election. However, people were less likely to trust information
from social media in contrast to information from national or local news organizations. Thus, they
cannot provide a concrete assessment about whether fake news was the deciding factor in the 2016
presidential election.
To help users recognize fake news, originally, Facebook allowed users to label disputed flags to
fake stories. However, in an announcement [46] from Facebook, they admitted that the disputed flag
was not so effective in preventing people from sharing fake news, possibly for the reason that the
intense disputed flag with strong wordings and visualization may strengthen one’s belief [28]. In
our study, we considered both disputed labels and trustworthy labels, and intended to see whether
and how these credibility labels would have impact on people’s selection and perception of news
articles.
2.4

Effect of Labeling

Researchers have been investigating the effect of labeling in people’s perception of different
products [5, 24]. In [24], Jeddi and Zaiem studied how the quality labels of food products could
affect consumers’ purchase intention. In the field of food products, people have raising uncertainties
and concerns about the quality. They found that labeling the quality of food products was an effective
marketing tool and had positive impacts on consumers’ purchase intention. Furthermore, they
pointed out as the perceived risk of the food quality went higher, the impact of quality labels went
stronger for consumers’ purchase intention.
Beltramini [5] studied how warning labels of varying presenting forms on cigarette package
influenced young adults’ perceived belief that smoking was harm to health. He found that warning
labels indicating specific risky consequences of smoking and specific remedial actions may be
more believable than other warning labels. In addition, he showed that people’s "mushiness" levels,
namely how firm a person sticks to his/her positions, also had impact on their perceived believability.
In another study about warning labels on cigarette package, Bansal-Travers et al. [3] suggested
Proceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction, Vol. 2, No. CSCW, Article 55. Publication date: November 2018.
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that larger, pictorial and loss-framed warning labels could raise people’s awareness of the risks of
smoking on health.
Kriplean et al. [26] proposed ConsiderIt where diverse social opinions were separated into pro
and con lists with corresponding labels of "Pros" and "Cons" based on users’ stances and the stance
of opinions in each column. They showed that such a design could encourage people to adopt
opinions contributed by others and therefore enhance the public deliberation.
Epstein and Robertson [12] showed that the Search Engine Manipulation Effect (SEME) was
powerful and biased search rankings could affect undecided voters’ preference. Meanwhile, this
ranking manipulation may not be realized by people if the manipulation was somewhat masked.
Epstein et al. [13] conducted experiments and argued that the voting shift towards the favored
candidate caused by biased search rankings could be effectively mitigated by labeling and alerting
the biased rankings and news in the search result.
According to a NPR (National Public Radio) article [20], political labels may trigger people to
identify their own stances and consolidate their pre-existing beliefs. To reduce the possibility
that people’s self-identified beliefs or stances to be even more biased by external political labels,
politicians and social activists initiated a movement called "No Labels" to create a political force
between the left-wing and the right-wing, establishing a "common ground" to solve critical issues.
Political labels, such as Democratic and Republican, may encourage people to identify their core
values and make people less tolerant to opposing opinions, which could polarize the society.
In our study, we examined whether and how stance labels of news articles could affect social
media users’ dissonance when exposed to diverse social opinions. Moreover, we also studied how
stance labels and credibility labels influence people’s news article selection and their perception of
those news articles in terms of extremeness and level of agreement.
3
3.1

METHOD
Interface Design

We used 2 × 2 full factorial experiment design to see how stance labels and credibility labels
affect participants’ preferential selection and perception of news articles. Our design elicited four
interfaces, see Table 1 and Figure 13 .
No Stance Label
No Credibility Label Interface A
Credibility Label
Interface C

Stance Label
Interface B
Interface D

Table 1. Experiment Settings

Based on established research on social media design [17, 26] and the Blue Feed, Red Feed website,
our basic interface template for all four interfaces adapted a two-column layout where each column
only listed news articles with similar political leanings. To control for the potential bias from
people’s reading habits (e.g. people may tend to start from left), the left-and-right position of those
two columns was randomly assigned to each participant. The order of news articles within each
column was randomly assigned initially but kept the same for all participants. To highlight the
two-column design and meanwhile to control for people’s color preference, the background colors
of each column were grays with two different shades.
3 On the screenshot, the top two news articles on the feed are disputed. Their credibility are not labelled due to the experiment

design.
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Since our study was focused on labels’ effects, all interfaces were based on the same two-column
template and had exact same news articles. A total of 14 news articles4 with clear political leanings
were selected one day prior to the experiment. The number of news articles with conservative or
liberal leanings was balanced, i.e. 7 news articles with conservative leanings in one column and 7
news articles with liberal leanings in the other. Since news articles were collected from different
news sources, for the sake of design consistency we created our own page for each article. We also
removed the source media to control the effect of users’ existing knowledge of media’s political
leanings. More details about news article selection process will be described in the later section.
3.2

Experiment Procedure

The study procedures were approved by IRB and included three major steps,
• 1) Pre-study Survey. Upon participants consented to join our study, they first took a pre-study
survey of demographics including age, gender, political leaning and social media usage.
• 2) News Browsing Task. Participants were randomly assigned to one of our four interfaces. To
ensure participants actually read the news, before the news reading starts, participants were
told that there would be a follow-up task about the news articles they read. Next, participants
were asked to select and read at least five different news articles to their most interest. Once
participants finished news reading, they were asked to write a short paragraph to express
their opinions of the news articles they just read. Then, participants were asked to rate those
news articles accordingly in terms of level of agreement and level of extremeness.
• 3) Post-study Survey. The post-study survey contains a questionnaire measuring participants’
level of state anxiety.
After all steps, participants were thoroughly debriefed with the purpose of the study and a list
of fake news articles they might read during the study. All data we collected were anonymized
and stored locally. The study was published on Amazon Mechanical Turk5 and framed as a task to
gather information from news articles. Each participant was paid $6/hr as compensation.
3.3

Selected News Articles

Due to the scope of the study, articles on our news feed interface covered two major trending and
controversial topics, President Trump and Gun Control. The number of articles about those topics
appeared in our interfaces were balanced.
To mimic the mundane world where we are often exposed to both real and fake news articles,
our news feed contained both real and fake news articles as well. In our study, "fake news" denotes
news articles which contain false or misleading information with political implications [1, 23]. 6 out
of 14 news articles on our news feed were fake news articles directly collected from Snopes.com’s6
and Politifact.com’s7 fake news archive or modified from other news articles. We manually changed
people’s name and location and exaggerated numbers appeared in the original article to ensure
those articles contain false information. All the fake news articles have a clear political leaning and
related to either President Trump or Gun Control. The stance labels of those news articles were
assigned independently and verified by authors.
The rest eight news articles were collected from Wall Street Journal’s Blue Feed, Red Feed. The
stance label of each news article follows Blue Feed, Red Feed’s category (liberal or conservative),
4 News articles were retrieved from dailyworldupdate.com, libertyheadlines.com, breitbart.com, cleveland19.com, forbes.com,

bluedotdaily.com, rawstory.com, immediatesafety.org, dailykos.com, dailycaller.com, thinkprogress.org, conservativetribune.com and thehill.com.
5 https://www.mturk.com/
6 https://www.snopes.com/
7 http://www.politifact.com/
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(a) Interface A, Without Stance Labels and Credi- (b) Interface B, With Stance Labels but no Credibility Labels
bility Labels

(c) Interface C, With Credibility Labels but no
Stance Labels

(d) Interface D, With both Stance Labels and Credibility Labels

Fig. 1. Screenshots from the 4 interfaces in our 2x2 experimental design.

which is based on self-described political leanings of article-sharers on Facebook [2], and was
verified independently by authors.
3.4

Credibility Label

There were two kinds of credibility labels on Interface C and Interface D, e.g. "Trustworthy" and
"Disputed". To best mimic real world scenarios where even on a credibility-labelled news feed, such
as Facebook, not all news articles were clearly labelled, therefore, on Interface C and Interface
D, only 4 of the 8 real news articles were labelled as "Trustworthy", and 4 of the 6 fake news
articles were assigned with label "Disputed". All those credibility labelled news articles were chosen
randomly. The rest 6 news articles had no credibility label. The credibility label assignment was
also balanced regarding political leanings and topics.
3.5

Measures

For the purpose of fair comparison among conditions, we defined the following measures for later
analyses.
3.5.1

Independent Variables.
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• Stance Label. A binary categorical variable, 1) with stance label 2) without stance label,
indicating if participants were assigned to an interface with stance labels.
• Credibility Label. A binary categorical variable, 1) with credibility label 2) without credibility label, indicating if participants were assigned to an interface with credibility labels.
• Self-Reported Political Stance. Participants’ pre-existing political stances were collected
from a five-point Likert scale from "Very Liberal" to "Very Conservative" with "Neutral" in
the middle. Based on the participant’s response, he/she was coded as a member of the liberal
group if he/she selected "Very Liberal" or "Liberal", as a member of the conservative group if
he/she selected "Very Conservative" or "Conservative", or as a member of the neutral group
if "Neutral" was selected.
3.5.2

Dependent Variables.

• Selective Exposure Index. According to Gao et al. [18], the selective exposure index (SEI)
is defined as:
Nconsist ent
(1)
Nconsist ent + Ninconsist ent
where Nconsist ent is the number of stance-consistent news articles that the participant selected to read and Ninconsist ent denotes the number of stance-inconsistent news articles
which were selected and read.
SEI =

• Perceived Level of Agreement After finishing news browsing on the assigned interface,
participants were asked to rate their perceived level of agreement of all news articles they just
read. The measure of perceived level of agreement is a five-point Likert scale from "Strongly
Disagree" to "Strongly Agree" on "How much you agree with the opinion expressed in the
news article". The rating was then coded as 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree).
• Perceived Level of Extremeness Similar to Perceived Level of Agreement, after finishing
news browsing on the assigned interface, participants were asked to rate their perceived
extremeness of each individual news articles they just read. The measure of perceived
extremeness is a five-point Likert scale from "Least Extreme" to "Most Extreme" on "How
extreme you perceive the news article is". The rating was then coded as 1 (Least Extreme) to
5 (Most Extreme).
• The Level of Cognitive Dissonance. The level of cognitive dissonance measured by a
Six-Item State Anxiety Scale derived from the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory [33, 47]. The
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory has been examined and widely used in cognitive psychology
and marketing research as a measure for accessing the level of cognitive dissonance [36, 39].
While the original State-Trait Anxiety scale contains 20 items, to prevent the effects of survey
fatigue, we decided to use the shorter version which has six items. The six-item scale has
been examined as effective as the original scale in terms of reliability and validity[33].
4

RESULT

To answer our research questions, we ran the 2 × 2 full factorial experiment on Amazon Mechanical
Turk. The qualification for participants to join our study was a 90% approval rate. In a period of
3 days, a total of 132 participants joined our study. 62 of them self-identified as members of the
liberal group and 60 of them self-identified as members of the conservative group. Since the study
focused on people who have an explicit political leaning, 10 participants’ data were removed due to
their self-identified neutral leanings or incomplete data. The number of participants in the liberal
and the conservative group is roughly balanced for all interface conditions (see Table 2). Of those
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Interface A
16
18
34

Interface B
18
13
31

Interface C
16
15
31

Interface D
12
14
26

All
62
60
122

Table 2. Number of Participants under Each Interface Condition

Source
Stance Label(A)
Credibility Label(B)
AxB
Residuals

df
MS F
p
Cohen’s F
1
0.57 17.14 0.00** 0.38
1
0.19 5.64 0.02* 0.22
1
0.00 0.06 0.81
0.02
118 0.03

Table 3. Two-Way ANOVA Results on Selective Exposure Index

122 participants in the analysis, 40% were male and 60% were female. 79.51% of participants were
between 25 and 54 years old, 4.10% of participants were between 18 and 25 years old, and 16.39% of
participants were above 54 years old. All participants used Facebook and 98.36% of them reported
Facebook as an frequent source for reading news and opinions. On average, participants spent
11.25 minutes on our interface. Participants followed the instructions, clicked and read at least five
news articles (M = 5.5, SD = 1.29). Across all four interfaces, there was no significant difference in
the number of clicked news articles (F = 1.25, p = 0.29). Additionally, a logistic regression on news
article clicks showed participants had no significant preference between fake news articles and real
news articles (β = 0.10, z = 1.01, p = 0.31).
In the following subsections, we will present the effects of stance labels and credibility labels on
participants’ preferential selection in 4.1 and on their perception of news articles in 4.2.
4.1

The Effect of Stance Labels and Credibility Labels on News Article Selection
(RQ-1)

To measure participants’ selective exposure, we calculated the selective exposure index for each
participant, which is defined as the percentage of news articles the participant read that align with
his/her pre-existing political stance [18].
The two-way ANOVA showed significant main effects of both stance labels and credibility labels
on participants’ selective exposure but no interaction effect, see Table 3. Therefore, in the following
analyses, we will discuss the effect of stance labels and the effect of credibility labels on selective
exposure separately.
4.1.1 The Effect of Stance Labels on Selective Exposure. The ANOVA results (Table 3) suggested
the presence of stance labels significantly affected participants’ opinion selection preference (Cohen’s F = 0.38, p < 0.01**). Participants (N = 57) who saw the news article with a stance label
exhibited a significantly higher selective exposure bias (M = 0.65, SD = 0.19) than participants
(N = 65) who saw the news article without a stance label (M = 0.51, SD = 0.18). In other words,
participants were more likely to click and read news articles from their own side if political leanings
of news articles on their assigned interfaces were labelled. The effect held for both participants in
the liberal group and participants in the conservative group, see Figure 2.
These results support our hypothesis that even though news articles from both sides have equal
opportunity to appear on a user’s screen, the user exhibits a higher-level of selective exposure bias
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if news articles’ political leanings are labelled. In stance label conditions (Interface B and D), on
average, 65% of the news articles that one participant read were stance-consistent.
To further understand the result, we looked into users’ level of state anxiety [33] after using our
interfaces. The level of state anxiety indicates the level of cognitive dissonance users experienced
after they read news articles through our interfaces. We found users who used the interface with
stance labels (M = 1.18, SD = 0.28) had a higher level of state anxiety than those who used the
interface without stance labels (M = 1.08, SD = 0.27). A two-sample t-test showed the difference
was statistically significant (t = 2.10, p = 0.03*). The difference between interfaces with and without
stance labels suggested that the presence of the stance label might trigger a higher level of cognitive
dissonance that may affect participants’ preferential selection processes.
4.1.2 The Effect of Credibility Labels on Selective Exposure. From Table 3, we found that showing
the credibility label of news articles significantly reduced participants’ selective exposure (Cohen’s
F = 0.22, p= 0.02*). Participants (N = 57) who used interfaces (Interface C and D) with credibility
labels showed a significantly lower level of selective exposure bias (M = 0.53, SD = 0.18) than users
(N = 65) who used interfaces (Interface A and B) without credibility labels (M = 0.61, SD = 0.20).
When considering participants’ political stances, we found a marginal interaction effect between
showing credibility labels and users’ political stances (Cohen’s F = 0.18, p = 0.06). Through a posthoc test, we found that showing credibility labels to participants in the liberal group significantly
reduced selective exposure bias (M w/ credibility label = 0.47, SD = 0.19; M w/o credibility label = 0.61, SD
= 0.20; p = 0.01*) while the effect was not significant for participants in the conservative group
(M w/ credibility label = 0.59, SD = 0.14; M w/o credibility label = 0.61, SD = 0.21; p = 0.98), see Figure 3.
To further understand the effect of credibility labels on news article selection, we divided our
news articles into three categories based on their credibility labels. According to our interface
design, we had three categories of news articles, 1) Trustworthy news articles, a subset of real news
articles that are labelled as "Trustworthy" on interfaces with credibility labels (Interface C and D).
2) Disputed news articles, a subset of fake news articles that are labelled as "Disputed" on interfaces
with credibility labels (Interface C and D). 3) Unknown news articles, a mix of real and fake news
articles that are not labelled on all interfaces.
Since selective exposure theory suggests users would click and read stance-consistent and stanceinconsistent news articles differently, we further divided each of the three news article categories
into two subcategories – stance-consistent and stance-inconsistent. Therefore, in the following
analysis, we will look at the composition of what kinds news articles each participant clicked and
read in terms of those six categories (Table 4).

Fig. 2. The Effect of Showing Stance Labels on
Users’ Selective Exposure Index

Fig. 3. The Effect of Showing Credibility Labels
on Users’ Selective Exposure Index
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Stance Consistent
Stance Inconsistent
Trustworthy Stance Consistent Trustworthy Stance Inconsistent Trustworthy
Disputed
Stance Consistent Disputed
Stance Inconsistent Disputed
Stance Consistent Unknown
Stance Inconsistent Unknown
No Label
Table 4. 6 types of News Articles Based on Credibility and Stance-consistency

Since the previous result showed that credibility labels affect participants in the liberal group
and participants in the conservative group differently, we placed participants’ political stances as
an interactive term in the two-way ANOVA analysis for each categories in Table 4.
The main effect of showing the credibility label was found in stance-inconsistent trustworthy
news articles, where users clicked and read a larger proportion of stance-inconsistent trustworthy
news articles on the interfaces with credibility labels (Interface C and D) (M w/ credibility label = 0.17,
SD = 0.14; M w/o credibility label = 0.12, SD = 0.11; p = 0.03*). There was no interaction effect from
participants’ political leanings.
For stance-inconsistent unknown news articles and stance-consistent disputed news articles,
the ANOVA analysis revealed a significant interaction effect between credibility labels and participants’ political leanings but no main effect of credibility labels. The post-hoc test showed
participants in the liberal group read significantly more stance-inconsistent unknown news articles
(M w/ credibility label = 0.27, SD = 0.13; M w/o credibility label = 0.18, SD = 0.14; p = 0.02*) and a significantly
lower proportion of stance-consistent disputed labelled news articles (M w/ credibility label = 0.08, SD =
0.12; M w/o credibility label = 0.16, SD = 0.12; p = 0.03*) if they used the interfaces with credibility labels
(Interface C and D).
No significant effect was found in stance-consistent trustworthy news articles, stance-consistent
unknown news articles or stance-inconsistent disputed news articles.
The results from above analyses provide insights on how credibility labels mitigate selective
exposure bias, especially for users with liberal stances. Showing credibility labels nudged users to
read more stance-inconsistent trustworthy news articles. For users with liberal stances, showing
credibility labels helped them avoid disputed news articles from their own ideology and nudged
them to explore stance-inconsistent news articles without any credibility labels. The result is
consistent with previous studies on the individual difference between people with conservative and
liberal stances that found people with liberal stances in general might be more curious [7, 10, 25].
Users with liberal stances may select news articles driven by curiosity. They may be less familiar
with conservative news articles and fake news articles in general, but showing credibility labels may
have made them more curious about the conservative "no label" articles and want to understand
these news articles’ credibility by reading them. However, they may be less curious about the
disputed news articles on their own side because of the potential cognitive conflicts of reading
fake news articles that supported their beliefs. The change in the proportion of different types of
news articles (see Table 4) between conditions with and without credibility labels indicates how
credibility labels of news articles influenced people’s selections.
4.2

The Effect of Stance Labels and Credibility Labels on Perceived Extremeness and
Level of Agreement (RQ-2)

We tested the effects of stance labels and credibility labels on people’s perception of extremeness
and their level of agreement on all news articles with a mixed effect model, in which we used Stance
Label, Credibility Label, and whether news articles were stance-consistent as independent variables
(details of these variables were described in the Method section). In general, people expressed
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higher level of agreement on stance-consistent news articles (M stance-consistent = 3.57, SE = 0.08;
M stance-inconsistent = 2.58, SE = 0.09; p < 0.01*) and perceived stance-consistent news articles as less
extreme (M stance-consistent = 3.10, SE = 0.07; M stance-inconsistent = 3.51, SE = 0.07; p < 0.01*). This shows
the general trend for existing attitudes to influence their perception of news articles. The more
interesting result was the effect of labels on their perception – we found that stance labels had
a significant effect on increasing people’s level of agreement on news articles (M w/ stance label =
3.50, SE = 0.20; M w/o stance label = 3.12, SE = 0.13; p = 0.02*), suggesting that the mere presence of
the stance labels could increase their level of agreement of news articles, regardless of whether
they were stance-consistent or not. We also found that credibility labels had a marginal effect on
decreasing people’s level of agreement, but the effect was only found in stance-consistent news
articles (M w/ credibility label = 2.10, SE = 0.52; M w/o credibility label = 3.08, SE = 0.25; p = 0.09). This could
be because people had lower level of agreement with stance-inconsistent articles in general, and
therefore credibility labels did not lead to significantly lower level of agreement (i.e., there could be
a floor effect). Interestingly, we did not find stance labels and credibility labels had any effect on
participants’ perceived extremeness of news articles, regardless of their stances. There was also no
significant interaction effect among those three independent variables on the level of agreement
and perceived extremeness of articles.
Motivated by the idea that large amounts of fake news can influence people’s general perception
of public opinion, and worse still, encourage the formation of extreme and polarized viewpoints [34],
we further investigated how the labels affected people’s perception of fake news articles using
the same mixed effect model with the same independent and dependent variables only on fake
news articles. In general, we found that people agreed more on stance-consistent fake news
articles (M stance-consistent = 3.25, SE = 0.12; M stance-inconsistent = 2.15, SE = 0.12; p < 0.01*) and a
marginally significant effect of people perceiving stance-inconsistent fake news as more extreme
(M stance-consistent = 3.47, SE = 0.11; M stance-inconsistent = 3.82, SE = 0.10; p = 0.08). Our results showed
that the presence of stance labels led to a significantly higher level of agreement on fake news
articles (M w/ stance label = 3.44, SE = 0.27; M w/o stance label = 2.72, SE = 0.18; p < 0.01**) and led to a
significantly lower level of perceived extremeness of fake news articles (M w/ stance label = 2.13, SE =
0.21; M w/o stance label = 3.66, SE = 0.14; p < 0.01**) regardless of news articles’ political stances. We
did not find that credibility labels had any effect on people’s perception of fake news, suggesting
that, surprisingly, stance labels might have a stronger impact on people’s perception of fake news
than credibility labels. There was no interaction effect among those three independent variables on
people’s level of agreement and perceived extremeness on fake news articles.
Similar analysis was conducted on real news articles as well. People agreed more on stanceconsistent real news articles (M stance-consistent = 3.81, SE = 0.09; M stance-inconsistent = 2.84, SE = 0.11;
p < 0.01*) and perceived stance-consistent real news articles as less extreme (M stance-consistent = 2.82,
SE = 0.09; M stance-inconsistent = 3.24, SE = 0.10; p < 0.01*). Neither stance labels nor credibility labels
had significant effects on participants’ level of agreement and perceived extremeness of real news
articles. No interaction effect was found.
Our results indicate that stance labels have an effect on people’s perception of fake news articles.
In general, stance labels increase people’s level of agreement on fake news, regardless of whether
those news articles are consistent with their political stances. This indicates that stance labels
may have the undesirable effect of increasing the perceived trustworthiness of fake news. In
addition, stance labels lower people’s perceived extremeness of fake news on both sides. These
effects of stance labels may be potentially dangerous since people might be misled by extreme and
polarized opinions in fake news when they are categorized under different stance labels. Meanwhile,
credibility labels could marginally decrease people’s level of agreement on news articles on their
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own side, which may lead to a more moderate opinion space. However, consistent with previous
findings, the effect of credibility labels was in general limited.
5

CONCLUSION AND GENERAL DISCUSSION

Overall, our results suggest that stance and credibility labels can affect people’s news article
selection and perception in ways that deviate from their original intended effects. As a result,
such effects are often neglected in online news platform designs. Thus, social media designers
should be cautious about using labels. Our results show that, consistent with previous studies,
assigning credibility labels to articles (such as "Disputed") is not effective for combating fake news.
Interestingly, stance labels, which are often designed to help people find information, may have
undesirable effects on facilitating the spread of fake news. Specifically, we found that stance labels
can make fake news articles look more trustworthy, and they seem to lower people’s perception
of the extremeness of fake news articles. Without systematic evaluation, those unintended, yet
undesirable, effects of stance labels could not have been detected. In fact, our results suggest that
stance labels may reinforce users’ existing beliefs and indirectly exacerbate polarization of social
opinions.
At a higher level, our results demonstrate the importance of studying the role of readers’ preexisting stances on online news platform designs, as seemingly benign design choices, such as
stance labels, could lead to complex interactions among people’s stances, their perception of the
news articles, as well as how much they agree with and consequently influenced by the news
articles, including fake news articles. Social and behavioral theories that study these complex
interactions are therefore important to guide the designs of online social information platforms. In
general, one important message from decades of social behavioral research is that humans should
not be treated as simple information processors that search for and consume information using
indices like machines do. Rather, humans have complex internal traits and states, such as their
existing beliefs, attitudes, and opinions, that influence how they look for relevant information react
to information that deviate from their existing beliefs.
Our results show that news articles’ stance labels may exacerbate selective exposure. There
are multiple possible causes of the effect. First of all, showing stance labels helps people quickly
target stance-consistent news articles in their areas of interest, thus paving the way for them to
only read articles to their interest. Another possible explanation could be that stance labels elevate
people’s cognitive dissonance and trigger people’s defense motives for desired and directional goals,
which further makes them look for more stance-consistent news articles. Even though no causal
relationship between showing the stance label and the level of cognitive dissonance can be derived
from the current experiment design, our analyses showed that the state anxiety level of people who
used the stance-labelled interfaces is significantly higher than those who used interfaces without
stance labels. The results are consistent with the idea that stance labels may induce uncomfortable
feeling, which may prompt people to adapt reading strategies to resolve them .
On the other hand, our results also suggest that credibility labels might mitigate people’s selective
exposure, especially for people with liberal stances; furthermore, our findings indicate that people
tend to read more stance-inconsistent news articles that are labelled as trustworthy. It is possible
that people read more trustworthy news articles from the opposite side since credibility labels could
trigger people’s accuracy motives for objective and accurate information. To further understand the
underlying mechanism for the effect of labels, more sophisticated study and evaluation is needed.
To figure out whether different types of labels could ignite different types of motives and thus alter
people’s news article reading behavior, the future studies could measure the level of accuracy and
defense motives in different labelling conditions and then analyze the relationship between motives
and social opinion selection and/or perception.
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From the perspective of information seeking strategies, Munson and Resnick [38] proposed that
there exist both challenge-averse and diversity-seeking people. Challenge-averse people tend to
avoid disagreeable social opinions while diversity-seeking people are open-minded for opinions
with different stances. It would be fruitful to address and explore how stance and credibility labels
affect social opinion selection and perception for challenge-averse and diversity-seeking people,
respectively. Labels may have different effects on people with different social opinion reading
behavior. For example, showing stance labels may facilitate challenge-averse people avoiding
opposite opinions but help diversity-seeking people to find different opinions more easily. Further
studies need to be conducted to figure out the exact effect of labels on people with different social
opinion reading behaviors, which could help to design better news feed to mitigate selective
exposure across different groups of people in terms of social opinion consumption trait.
6

LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK

We want to address several limitations of the study. First, news articles in our study cover only two
topics, President Trump and Gun Control. Even though during the time of the study, those two
topics were trending and controversial, users’ news feed often bombards with a massive amount
of stories. Therefore, including more topics can further benefit our study’s ecological validity.
Second, our study only demonstrates how the presence of labels affects readers’ news article
preferential selection and perception in the short term. However, people’s opinions can be affected
by information in the long run. For example, if people repeatedly encounter misinformation in a long
term, misinformation may retain even though people have been informed with the correction [35].
Therefore, a future long-term field study on social media websites can best help us understand how
labels may affect people’s viewpoints in a long run.
There are many possible directions for future work. For example, although the design of our
news feed is directly adapted from Blue Feed, Red Feed, the popular news feed, more research
needs to be done in other contexts. For example, friends’ activities may also affect users’ behavior
on news feed [21]. Although a news article is labelled with opposite political leanings, users may
still be willing to read the news article because their friends commented on it. Another important
research direction is to study the effects of labels as their positions, colors, fonts or background
colors are changed [6, 43]. These design choices may also influence readers’ behavior in ways
that nudge them to read opposite viewpoints and eventually become more open-minded and less
polarized.
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